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The tokamak scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma dynamics is investigated in a circular limiter configu-
ration with a low edge safety factor. Focusing on the experimental parameters of two ohmic toka-
mak inner-wall limited plasma discharges in RFX-mod [Sonato et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 74, 97
(2005)], nonlinear SOL plasma simulations are performed with the GBS code [Ricci et al., Plasma
Phys. Controlled Fusion 54, 124047 (2012)]. The numerical results are compared with the experi-
mental measurements, assessing the reliability of the GBS model in describing the RFX-mod SOL
plasma dynamics. It is found that the simulations are able to quantitatively reproduce the RFX-mod
experimental measurements of the electron plasma density, electron temperature, and ion saturation
current density (jsat) equilibrium profiles. Moreover, there are indications that the turbulent trans-
port is driven by the same instability in the simulations and in the experiment, with coherent struc-
tures having similar statistical properties. On the other hand, it is found that the simulation results
are not able to correctly reproduce the floating potential equilibrium profile and the jsat fluctuation
level. It is likely that these discrepancies are, at least in part, related to simulating only the tokamak
SOL region, without including the plasma dynamics inside the last close flux surface, and to the
limits of applicability of the drift approximation. The turbulence drive is then identified from the
nonlinear simulations and with the linear theory. It results that the inertial drift wave is the instabil-
ity driving most of the turbulent transport in the considered discharges.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5008803
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the plasma dynamics in the tokamak
scrape-off layer (SOL) is of crucial importance, since phe-
nomena taking place in this region play a fundamental role
in determining the overall performance of fusion devices. In
fact, the SOL sets the boundary conditions for the tokamak
core, it controls the impurity dynamics and the recycling
level, and it is responsible for exhausting the tokamak power,
thus determining the heat load at the vessel walls.1
Due to the complex nonlinear phenomena taking place
in the SOL, the plasma dynamics in this region is usually
investigated numerically, thanks to state-of-the-art simula-
tion codes (see, e.g., Refs. 2–5). In the present paper, we
focus on the tokamak limited SOL configuration. Besides
being of interest as a stepping stone towards the simulation
of more complex experimental scenarios, this configuration
has recently attracted large attention since the ITER6 start-up
and ramp-down phases will be performed using the high-
field side part of the vacuum vessel as the limiting surface.7,8
In the past, extensive theoretical and numerical studies
of the instabilities driving the SOL dynamics were per-
formed (see, e.g., Refs. 9–12). It was found that, in the lim-
ited configuration, SOL turbulence is generally driven by
drift-waves (DWs) and ballooning modes (BMs).12,13 It was
also demonstrated that these linear instabilities typically sat-
urate due to a nonlinear local flattening of the plasma gradi-
ent and the resulting removal of the instability drive.14 These
theoretical findings were subsequently validated against
experimental measurements taken on a number of tokamaks
around the world, such as TCV, MAST, EAST, Alcator C-
Mod, ISTTOK, and Tore Supra, showing good agreement
between simulations and experimental measurements of
plasma turbulence.15–21 Moreover, using these observations
and assuming that resistive BMs (RBMs) drive the SOL tur-
bulence dynamics and that the parallel losses at the vessel
are balanced by the turbulent transport, an analytical scaling
for the equilibrium pressure gradient length was derived.22,23
It was found that this scaling is consistent with measure-
ments taken on a number of experimental devices.24
The goal of the present paper is to investigate a SOL
parameter regime that was not explored earlier and, in gen-
eral, difficult to access experimentally. More precisely, we
investigate the SOL plasma dynamics in a circular limiter
configuration with a low safety factor at the last close flux
surface (LCFS), qLCFS3, for which the SOL turbulence is
expected to be clearly in the inertial DW (InDW) regime.12
Our study is based on performing SOL turbulence simula-
tions considering two tokamak circular plasma discharges
carried out in the RFX-mod experiment25 with qLCFS  2, 3.
The RFX-mod device can access such low safety factors
thanks to an advanced feedback magnetic boundary controla)Electronic mail: fabio.riva@ukaea.uk
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system, which allows stabilizing resistive wall modes and
performing plasma discharges with qLCFS 2 without disrup-
tions.26 We then carefully compare the simulation results
with RFX-mod experimental measurements and we analyze
the nature of the turbulence in the SOL of RFX-mod.
The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
discuss the RFX-mod experimental setup. Then, in Sec. III, we
describe the simulations of the RFX-mod plasma discharges.
In Sec. IV, the numerical results are validated against experi-
mental measurements. The instability that drives the SOL
plasma dynamics is identified thanks to nonlinear simulations
and linear theory in Sec. V. Finally, we report our conclusions
in Sec. VI. We note that the present paper is an extended ver-
sion of the work illustrated in Chapter 6 of Ref. 27.
II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The RFX-mod experiment is a flexible toroidal device
with major radius R¼ 2m and minor radius a¼ 0.459m,
equipped with a set of 192 actively controlled coils that cover
the whole vacuum vessel.25 While RFX-mod plasma dis-
charges have been performed mainly in the reversed field
pinch (RFP) configuration, recent developments allow now
operating the device also with magnetic geometries that fea-
ture inner-wall limited and diverted ohmic tokamaks.26,28,29
Using a toroidal magnetic field on axis Bu ’ 0:6T and a
plasma current up to Ip ’ 150 kA, it is possible to perform
plasma pulses longer than 1 s with integrated plasma densities
ne 10
19m3 and core electron temperatures Te 500 eV.
In the following, we consider two circular inboard-
limited ohmic L-mode deuterium plasma discharges (#38373
and #38413) carried out in the RFX-mod device with a toroi-
dal magnetic field on axis Bu¼ 0.54 T and plasma currents
Ip¼ 150 kA and Ip¼ 100 kA. These two plasma currents cor-
respond to qLCFS ¼ 2 and qLCFS ¼ 3, respectively. The
plasma densities and electron temperatures at the LCFS for
the two discharges are ne0¼ 7.7 10
17, 2.0 1017m3, and
Te0¼ 16,19 eV, respectively, and correspond to the two nor-
malized plasma collisionalities  ¼ Lk=k
mfp ¼ 6:9; 1:3,
where Lk ¼ 2pqLCFSR is the parallel connection length and
kmfp is the electron mean free path.
The experimental measurements illustrated in the
remaining of this paper are obtained using the U-probe
installed in RFX-mod. This probe consists of two boron
nitride arms, each of them equipped with 25 electrostatic
pins.30,31 Fifteen of the pins are used as three five-pin triple
probes,32 allowing simultaneous measurements of ion satura-
tion, Isat, plasma density, n, electron temperature, Te, and
floating potential, Vfl, while ten others are in the floating
mode and used to obtain direct measurements of Vfl. The
time resolution of the measurements is 0.2 ls. The U-probe
is located at a fixed radial position at the outward equatorial
midplane, with its arms in the horizontal direction. In order
to obtain measurements at different radial locations, the
plasma column is shifted towards the inner wall of the device
during the discharge, while keeping a constant edge safety
factor. We note that the measurements are obtained at
approximately 2.8 cm from the vessel wall. Additionally, we
note that for the discharge #38373 we consider only the
experimental measurements taken in between sawtooth
crashes. This leads to a reduced number of measurements for
the considered time traces (20 000 measurements) available
for the analysis of the #38373 discharge (approximately a
factor ten less with respect to the #38413 discharge, for
which we have 175 000 measurements).
III. GBS SIMULATIONS OF THE RFX-MOD SOL
Because of its high collisionality, the tokamak SOL
region is generally studied by employing a plasma fluid
description, such as the Braginskii fluid model.33 Moreover,
since the SOL turbulent time scales are much slower than the
ion cyclotron time, and the perpendicular (to B) scale lengths
are longer than the ion Larmor radius, the drift approximation
can be applied to simplify the fluid model, thus obtaining a set
of drift-reduced Braginskii equations useful to describe the
SOL plasma dynamics.34 We consider this model also for the
present study, although the conditions for the applicability of
the fluid model are marginally satisfied for the RFX-mod
#38413 plasma discharge. Neglecting electromagnetic effects
as suggested in Ref. 35, since beR/Lp 10
3 in the RFX-mod
SOL (be is the plasma to magnetic pressure ratio and Lp the
equilibrium pressure gradient length), assuming an infinite
aspect ratio (the influence of finite aspect ratio effects on SOL
plasma dynamics is studied in Ref. 36) and cold ions (no ion
temperature measurements are available on RFX-mod for
these discharges, the impact of ion temperature effects on
SOL turbulence is investigated in Ref. 37), and employing the
Boussinesq approximation to simplify the vorticity equation
(the validity of this assumption in modelling the SOL plasma
dynamics is discussed in Refs. 38–40) the drift-reduced
Braginskii equations in normalized units are written as
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where x ¼ r2?/ is the plasma vorticity, mi/me is the ion to
electron mass ratio, R0 is the normalized RFX-mod major
radius, jk ¼ nðvki  vkeÞ is the parallel current, pe¼ nTe is the
electron plasma pressure,  is the normalized Spitzer resistiv-
ity, and vke is the parallel electron thermal conductivity. The
density and electron temperature sources, Sn and STe , describe
the plasma outflow from the core. The expressions of the two
terms representing the ion and electron gyroviscous contribu-
tions are given by Gi ¼ g0i½2rkvki þ Cð/Þ and
Ge ¼ g0e½2rkvke  CðpeÞ=nþ Cð/Þ, respectively, where
g0i and g0e are the normalized gyroviscous coefficients.
33 The
Poisson brackets are defined as /;Af g ¼ b 	 ðr/rAÞ, the
curvature operator as CðAÞ ¼ B=2½r  ðb=BÞ 	 rA, the par-
allel gradient as rkA ¼ b 	 rA, and the perpendicular
Laplacian as r2?A ¼ r 	 ½b ðbrAÞ, with b the unit
vector parallel to B and A ¼ n;x;/; vki; vke; Te. Small perpen-
dicular diffusion terms of the form DAðAÞ ¼ DAr
2
?A are
added for numerical stability reasons. The impact of the per-
pendicular diffusion terms on typical GBS simulations was
investigated in the past, showing that reasonable values (of
order unity) of the diffusion coefficients do not modify the
results.36 Unless specified otherwise, in the present paper, all
quantities are normalized to (tilde denotes a physical quantity
in SI units): t ¼ ~t=ð ~R=~cs0Þ; n ¼ ~n=~n0; Te ¼ ~T e= ~T e0; /
¼ e~/= ~T e0; vke ¼ ~vke=~cs0; vki ¼ ~vki=~cs0; B ¼ ~B= ~B0; R0
¼ ~R=~qs0;  ¼ ðe
2
~n0 ~RÞ=ðmi~rk~cs0Þ, where ~rk is the parallel
conductivity, ~n0; ~T e0, and ~B0 are the reference density, tem-
perature, and magnetic field, ~R is the tokamak major radius,
and ~cs0 and ~qs0 are given by ~cs0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~T e0=mi
q
and
~qs0 ¼ ~cs0mi=ðe ~B0Þ. Distances perpendicular to B are normal-
ized to ~qs0, while parallel distances are normalized to ~R.
Equations (1)–(5) are solved with GBS, a code devel-
oped in the last few years to simulate plasma turbulence in
the open field region of basic plasma physics experiments
and magnetic confinement devices, evolving the full plasma
profiles without any separation between equilibrium and
perturbation quantities.3,41 To develop the GBS code,
increasingly complex magnetic configurations were consid-
ered. First, the code was developed to describe the plasma
dynamics in basic plasma physics experiments, in particular
linear devices such as LAPD42 and simple magnetized
toroidal devices such as TORPEX.43–45 GBS was then
extended to the tokamak geometry, and it is now able to
model the tokamak SOL region in limited plasmas.12,14,22,35
To solve Eqs. (1)–(5), GBS makes use of the toric ðy
¼ ah; x ¼ r; z ¼ uÞ coordinate system, with h and u being
the poloidal and toroidal angles, and r a flux coordinate.
Consequently, considering circular magnetic flux surfaces
in the infinite aspect ratio limit and assuming no magnetic
shear (a discussion of the impact of these assumptions on
DWs and BMs is presented in Refs. 12 and 13), the differ-
ential operators can be rewritten as f/;Ag ¼ @y/@xA
@x/@yA; CðAÞ ¼ sin ðhÞ@xAþ cos ðhÞ@yA; rkA ¼ @zA
þa@yA=q, and r
2
?A ¼ @
2
xAþ @
2
yA, with q¼ qLCFS. Note that
the poloidal angle is defined such that h¼ 0 and h¼ 2p at
the outer midplane.
The drift-reduced Braginskii system, Eqs. (1)–(5), is
closed by a set of boundary conditions describing the plasma
properties at the magnetic pre-sheath entrance.46 Within the
assumptions used in this section, these boundary conditions
are written as
vki ¼ 6cs; (6)
vke ¼ 6cs exp K /=Teð Þ; (7)
@yTe ¼ 0; (8)
@yn ¼ 7
n
cs
@yvki; (9)
x ¼  @yvki
 	2
7cs@
2
y vki; (10)
@y/ ¼ 7cs@yvki; (11)
where K ¼ log
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mi=ð2pmeÞ
p
’ 3 for deuterium plasmas.
Here, the upper signs apply to the case of the magnetic field
directed towards the wall, while the lower ones apply to the
opposite case. Equations (1)–(11) are solved using a second-
order finite difference scheme in the spatial dimensions,
except for the Poisson’s brackets, which are discretized with
a second order Arakawa scheme.47 Time is advanced using a
standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. For a more
detailed description of GBS, we refer to Refs. 3 and 41.
Focusing on a circular plasma with a toroidal limiter
located at the high-field side, we perform two nonlinear GBS
simulations based on the RFX-mod experimental parameters
R, qLCFS, ne0, and Te0. For the two plasma discharges #38373
and #38413, these parameters lead to the normalized plasma
resistivities ¼ 0.005, 0.001, the normalized major radii
R0¼ 1872, 1716, and the poloidal domain sizes Ly¼ 2700,
2470. In addition, we consider a reduced ion to electron
mass ratio mi/me¼ 800, a reduced normalized parallel elec-
tron thermal conductivity vke ¼ 2, and the normalized per-
pendicular diffusion coefficients DA¼ 5. The particle and
temperature sources, used to mimic the plasma outflow from
the core, are assumed poloidally and toroidally constant,
with radial dependence SnðxÞ / STe / exp ½ðx aÞ
2=r2,
being r¼ 2.5. We note that the assumption of having a
poloidally constant source was investigated in the past show-
ing that, for typical GBS simulations, similar pressure pro-
files and turbulence properties were found for a poloidally
constant source and for a source localized at the low-field
side.48 The radial domain extends from the inner radius
xi¼ a – 30 to the outer radius xo¼ aþ 70 in both simula-
tions. Since a set of first-principle boundary conditions
describing the plasma interaction with the outer wall and the
interface between the SOL and the core does not exist yet,
ad hoc boundary conditions are applied at xi and xo, with
Neumann’s boundary conditions used for n, vke; vki, and Te,
and Dirichlet’s boundary conditions for x and /. To mitigate
the impact of these boundary conditions on the simulation
results, the two regions extending from xi to x¼ a, and from
x¼ aþ 55 to xo are considered as buffers and are not
included in the analysis of the results. This configuration is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The boundary conditions describing the plasma at the
magnetic pre-sheath entrance, Eqs. (6)–(11), are applied at
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y¼ 0 and y¼Ly for all x 2 [xi, xo]. This means that the mag-
netic field lines in the simulation intercept the limiter also at
x< a, a region that acts as a buffer and that we exclude from
our analysis. We note that edge generated turbulence and the
intermittent filaments resulting from it may play an impor-
tant role in setting the plasma transport near the LCFS49–51
(see Sec. IV for a detailed discussion).
We note that because of the necessary rather large
numerical grids (Nx, Ny, Nz)¼ (128, 1279, 320), (128, 1279,
212), with Nx, Ny, and Nz the number of points in the radial,
poloidal, and toroidal directions, the two simulations dis-
cussed herein are extremely expensive in terms of computa-
tional resources (approximately one million CPU hours
each). The reduced mass ratio and parallel electron thermal
conductivity are consequently used to considerably decrease
the cost of the simulations. The impact of a reduced mass
ratio on the results is investigated in Sec. VB by means of
linear simulations. We also note that, while in the experi-
ment the plasma current and the toroidal magnetic field are
in the same direction, due to the present GBS limitations, we
use a current that is in the opposite direction to the magnetic
field in the simulations. We defer the detailed analysis of the
impact of the sign of plasma current on SOL turbulence to a
future study.
The equilibrium pressure gradient length Lp¼ –pe/rpe
is directly evaluated from nonlinear simulations by comput-
ing the averaged radial pe profile peðy; xÞ ¼ hpeðy; x; z; tÞiz;t,
where hiz;t denotes averaging over z and t, and fitting pe(y,
x) at fixed y between x¼ a and x¼ aþ 55 assuming
peðy; xÞ / exp ½ðx aÞ=LpðyÞ. For the two plasma dis-
charges #38373 and #38413, we find at the outer midplane
Lp(0)¼ 31 and Lp(0)¼ 37, respectively. Moreover, it is pos-
sible to estimate the poloidal wave number of the mode that
drives most of the turbulent transport by computing in the
nonlinear simulations the pe and / fluctuations, dpe and d/
(see Fig. 2). For the two plasma discharges considered
herein, we find ky 0.1–0.2.
IV. VALIDATION OF THE GBS SIMULATIONS AGAINST
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
In order to assess the reliability of the drift-reduced
Braginskii model and of the GBS simulations, we compare
the nonlinear numerical results with the RFX-mod experi-
mental measurements. We remark that the plasma dynam-
ics inside the LCFS is neglected in the simulations
considered herein. Therefore, we expect a better agreement
between the simulation results and experimental measure-
ments in the far SOL than in the near SOL. Indeed, the
simulations display a shearing rate in the proximity of the
LCFS that is larger than the linear growth rate. However,
we refrain ourselves from carrying out an analysis of the
expected steepening of the pressure profile in the near SOL
due to the velocity shear,52 since we expect the dynamics
across the LCFS not to be well captured by the simula-
tions. Note that the results illustrated in the present section
are in SI units.
First, in Fig. 3 we present the experimental and numeri-
cal radial equilibrium profiles of n, Te, jsat, and Vfl for the
two RFX-mod discharges discussed above (we evaluate
jsat ¼ encs=2 and Vfl¼/ – KTe/e at the outer midplane in the
simulations). According to the results presented in Ref. 53,
we assume a 20% relative discretization error affecting the
simulation equilibrium profiles and we neglect other sources
of uncertainties. We observe that the values of n, Te, and jsat
obtained from the nonlinear simulations of both discharges
are consistent with the experimental results within the esti-
mated uncertainties at the measurements points in the far
SOL. Moreover, we note that, since we are enforcing n¼ n0
and Te¼Te0 at the LCFS in the simulations, this also corre-
sponds to comparing the averaged gradient of n, Te, and jsat
in the SOL. Concerning Vfl, the simulation results do not
agree with the experimental measurements, in particular in
the proximity of the LCFS. As a matter of fact, while the
experimental measurements are in agreement with observa-
tions in other devices (see, e.g., Ref. 54), with a strong drop
of Vfl in the proximity of the LCFS extending for a few
FIG. 2. PSD of d/ (blue lines) and dn
(red lines) for the two simulations of
the RFX-mod plasma discharges
#38373 (left) and #38413 (right) at the
outer midplane, at approximately 2 cm
from the LCFS. The black lines denote
a smoothing of the PSD.
FIG. 1. Schematic of the radial domain considered for the two simulations.
The domain extends from xi¼ a – 30 to xo¼ aþ 70, with the regions extend-
ing from xi to x¼ a, and from x¼ aþ 55 to xo acting as buffers. The red
thick line represents the particle and temperature sources.
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millimeters in the SOL, the simulation profiles are flatter,
with an absolute value of Vfl closer to zero. This discrepancy
is probably related to simulating only the open field line
region of RFX-mod, since the plasma dynamics close to the
LCFS plays an important role in setting Vfl in the near
SOL,52 and to neglecting ion temperature effects.
In Fig. 4, we compare the experimental root-mean-
square (RMS) values of jsat fluctuations, dj
RMS
sat , normalized
to the equilibrium jsat, with the simulation results. We
observe that the simulations underestimate the jsat fluctua-
tions approximately by a factor of two in both considered
discharges. In Fig. 4, we also display the skewness and the
kurtosis of the experimental and numerical jsat time traces.
For these quantities, the simulation results show a better
agreement with the experimental measurements than for
djRMSsat . In particular, the simulation results display a jsat
FIG. 3. Experimental (blue circles)
and simulation (red lines) radial equi-
librium profiles of plasma density (first
row), electron temperature (second
row), ion saturation current density
(third row), and floating potential
(fourth row), for the two RFX-mod
plasma discharges #38373 (left col-
umn) and #38413 (right column).
FIG. 4. Experimental (blue circles)
and simulation (red lines) radial pro-
files of djRMSsat =jsat (first row), jsat skew-
ness (second row), and jsat kurtosis
(third row), for the two RFX-mod
plasma discharges #38373 (left col-
umn) and #38413 (right column).
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skewness close to zero in the proximity of the LCFS and
monotonically increasing in the SOL, in agreement with pre-
vious experimental SOL investigations.55–57
In Fig. 5 we present the radial profiles of the Vfl fluctua-
tion RMS values, dVRMSfl , and of the Vfl skewness and kurto-
sis. Concerning the RMS values, we observe an almost radial
constant level of fluctuations in both simulations. On the
other hand, the experimental measurements show an almost
monotonically decreasing profile in the SOL and a better
agreement with the simulation results in the far SOL. We
note that, in general, the numerical results display a better
quantitative agreement with the RFX-mod experimental
measurements for the #38373 discharge, and that the agree-
ment worsens considering the discharge with lower plasma
collisionality. The Vfl skewness monotonically decreases in
the SOL both for the simulations and for the RFX-mod
experimental measurements, with good quantitative agree-
ment between the two quantities. Finally, concerning the Vfl
kurtosis, we observe good qualitative agreement for both dis-
charges, with an almost constant value close to three, except
for R – RLCFS> 2.5 cm, where the kurtosis is larger. We note
that a comparison of the Vfl moments between simulations
and experimental measurements is also discussed in Ref. 58
considering TORPEX plasma discharges. Considerably
larger discrepancies between numerical results and
experimental measurements were found in that case, proba-
bly due to the presence of fast electrons, resulting from the
source operating at the electron cyclotron resonance.
Our observations on the agreement of jsat and Vfl skew-
ness and kurtosis are confirmed by comparing the numerical
and experimental probability density functions (PDF) corre-
sponding to jsat and Vfl fluctuations, djsat and dVfl, normalized
to their standard deviation in the far SOL, at approximately
2 cm from the LCFS, as shown in Fig. 6. We observe that the
simulation results are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal measurements for both physical quantities and for both
discharges. The djsat PDF displays a positive skewness,
while the dVfl PDF is negatively skewed. We note that small
differences are observed between experimental measure-
ments and simulation results in the PDF tails, particularly for
the plasma discharge #38373. This could be due to intermit-
tent events, originated inside the LCFS that are not taken
into account in the simulations. However, these differences
are too small to explain the different level of jsat fluctuations,
and they allow us to conclude that the different levels of fluc-
tuations between simulations and experimental measure-
ments are not related to coherent intermittent events, which
would strongly affect the PDF tails.
A comparison of the experimental and simulation jsat
and Vfl time traces at 2 cm from the LCFS, normalized to
FIG. 5. Experimental (blue circles)
and simulation (red lines) radial pro-
files of dVRMSfl (first row), Vfl skewness
(second row), and Vfl kurtosis (third
row), for the two RFX-mod plasma
discharges #38373 (left column) and
#38413 (right column).
FIG. 6. Experimental (blue lines) and
simulation (red lines) PDF of djsat (first
and third columns) and dVfl (second
and fourth columns) normalized to
their standard deviation. The results
are evaluated approximately at 2 cm
from the LCFS and are displayed for
the two RFX-mod plasma discharges
#38373 (first and second columns) and
#38413 (third and fourth columns).
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their standard deviation, is presented in Fig. 7. We observe
that the duration and the interval between burst events are
comparable in the two cases.
To gain a deeper insight into the nature of the instability
driving most of the SOL turbulent transport, in Fig. 8 we
compare the experimental joint probabilities between djsat
and dVfl at approximately 2 cm from the LCFS, normalized
to their standard deviation, with the simulation results. A
good qualitative agreement between experimental measure-
ments and simulation results is found, with djsat=rjsat and
dVfl=rVfl showing moderate anticorrelation.
For the analysis of the equilibrium profiles and fluctua-
tion properties, it emerges that the major difference between
experimental measurements and simulations lies in the level
of jsat fluctuations. We explore the reason of this discrepancy
in Fig. 9, where we display the numerical and experimental
PSD of jsat and Vfl at approximately 2 cm from the LCFS.
We observe that for both discharges and for both quantities
the PSD monotonically decreases for f  10 kHz, in agree-
ment with previous observations.20 However, the simulation
PSD is smaller than the experimental one, particularly for
the #38413 discharge, whose plasma collisionality is smaller,
consistently with the djRMSsat and dV
RMS
fl observations. In addi-
tion, while in the simulations the jsat and Vfl spectral-slopes,
ajsat and aVfl, are very similar, with ajsat ’ aVfl ’ 2:4 s for
10 kHz  f  100 kHz and ajsat’ aVfl’4:1s for
f100 kHz, in the experiment we have ajsat’ aVfl’1:0s
for 10 kHz f  100 kHz and ajsat’2:5s and
aVfl’¼2:9s for f100 kHz. We note that ajsat 6¼aVfl is
observed also in other experimental devices (see, e.g., Ref.
59). In Fig. 9 we also display the phase shift and the coher-
ence between jsat and Vfl fluctuations. First, we note that the
experimental measurements are noisier for the #38373 dis-
charge because of the presence of sawtooth instabilities and
of the resulting lower temporal statistics used for the analy-
sis. We also observe that the phase shift between dVfl and
djsat; PðdVfl;djsatÞ, resulting from the nonlinear simulations
is in better agreement with experimental measurements for
f20 kHz than it is at low frequencies. As a matter of fact,
in the simulations we find PðdVfl;djsatÞ< 0 at all frequencies,
while in the experiment PðdVfl;djsatÞ> 0 for f  20 kHz.
This discrepancy at low frequencies seems related to inco-
herent experimental fluctuations, as shown in the last row of
Fig. 9. In fact, the simulation results display a quite strong
coherence between djsat and dVfl at all frequencies, while the
experimental measurements show a lower coherence, partic-
ularly at low frequencies. Overall, the results presented in
Fig. 9 indicate a better agreement between simulations and
experimental measurements in the frequency range
10 kHz f  100 kHz, where the coherence between djsat
and dVfl is higher, while the agreement worsen at low and
FIG. 7. Experimental (blue lines) and
simulation (red lines) time traces of jsat
(first line) and Vfl (second line) normal-
ized to their standard deviation. The
results are evaluated approximately at
2 cm from the LCFS and are displayed
for the two RFX-mod plasma dis-
charges #38373 (first column) and
#38413 (second column).
FIG. 8. Experimental (first column) and simulation (second column) joint
probabilities of djsat and dVfl normalized to their standard deviation. The
results are evaluated approximately at 2 cm from the LCFS and are dis-
played for the two RFX-mod plasma discharges #38373 (first row) and
#38413 (second row).
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high frequencies, with the RFX-mod measurements domi-
nated by incoherent fluctuations.
To further investigate the discrepancies observed
between simulations and experimental measurements, in Fig.
10 we display the S(kh, f) spectra obtained from the Vfl time
traces at R RLCFS ’ 2 cm and related to the two plasma
discharges #38373 and #38413. We note that, while the spec-
tra obtained from the Vfl experimental measurements are
evaluated according to the two-point correlation technique
described in Ref. 60, the simulation results are obtained com-
puting the Fourier transform of the Vfl time signals along t
and y. In Fig. 10 we observe that the modes are mainly rotat-
ing in the ion diamagnetic direction, both in the experiment
and in the simulations. However, while in the experiment the
dominant modes have khqs00:03, for the simulations
0.1 khqs0 0.2, as also shown in Sec. III. We note that,
assuming a linear relation between k and f, in the simulations
we obtain kh 1=qs0 for f  100 kHz. Since the drift
approximation is not justified for khqs0 1, and khqs0¼ 1
corresponds approximately to the maximum wave number
resolved by the grids used for the present simulations, we
infer that the increasing discrepancy observed for
f  100 kHz in the PSD may be related to the limits of the
drift-reduced Braginskii model and to the simulation finite
grid resolution.
In summary, the GBS model is able to qualitatively
reproduce most of the RFX-mod experimental measure-
ments, with the noteworthy exception of djsat and, in general,
a better agreement for the RFX-mod plasma discharge
FIG. 9. Experimental (blue lines) and
simulation (red lines) jsat (first row)
and Vfl (second row) PSD, and phase
shift (third row) and coherence (fourth
row) between djsat and dVfl, for the two
RFX-mod plasma discharges #38373
(left column) and #38413 (right col-
umn), at approximately 2 cm from the
LCFS.
FIG. 10. Experimental (first column) and simulation (second column) S(kh,
f) spectra obtained from Vfl time-traces for the two RFX-mod plasma dis-
charges #38373 (first row) and #38413 (second row).
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#38373, whose plasma collisionality is higher than in the
#38413 discharge. Since the djsat and dVfl phase shift and
joint probability agree between the simulation results and
experimental measurements at the frequencies where the
fluctuations are more coherent, we infer that the nature of the
SOL turbulent transport in the simulations and in the experi-
ment should be the same, with coherent structures having
similar statistical properties.
The differences observed in the Vfl radial profile and in
the level of jsat fluctuations may be, at least in part, related to
simulating only the tokamak SOL region, neglecting the
plasma dynamics inside the LCFS. As a matter of fact, we
note that previous tests performed considering GBS simula-
tions of ISSTOK61 indicate an increase of djRMSsat =jsat up to
30% when the plasma dynamics inside the LCFS is included
in the simulations. In addition, sensitivity tests pointed out
that djRMSsat depends on the plasma resistivity, with dj
RMS
sat
increasing by approximately 15% when increasing  by a
factor ten.
V. IDENTIFICATION OF THE INSTABILITY DRIVING
THE SOLTRANSPORT
Previous investigations of the SOL plasma dynamics
indicate DWs and BMs as the main instabilities driving SOL
turbulent transport.12,35,62 BMs are interchange-like modes,
driven unstable, in the presence of plasma resistivity and
electron inertia, by the magnetic curvature and pressure gra-
dients pointing in the same direction.11,63–66 DWs are due to
an EB convection of the plasma pressure when electron
adiabaticity is broken by resistivity or finite electron mass,
leading, respectively, to resistive DWs (RDW) and
InDWs.67–71
Previous studies show that qLCFS and  strongly affect
the SOL turbulent regime. In particular, it is demonstrated
that there exists a threshold value of  below which a transi-
tion from resistive BMs (RBM) to InDWs is observed, and
this threshold value increases with the decrease of the edge
safety factor.12 While in typical tokamak conditions, the
SOL is expected to be in the RBM regime or marginally in
the DW regime, for the parameters considered herein turbu-
lence is expected to be clearly in the InDW regime.12
The comparison of the nonlinear simulations against
RFX-mod experimental measurements in Sec. IV shows
good agreement for most of the considered quantities. This
comparison allows us to infer that the SOL turbulent trans-
port is mostly driven by the same instability in the experi-
ment and in the simulations. Consequently, in the following
of this section, we investigate the nature of the instability
that drives most of the SOL turbulent transport in the RFX-
mod plasma discharges #38373 and #38413 by using nonlin-
ear simulations and, also, the linear theory.
A. Nonlinear simulations
In order to identify the instability that drives most of the
RFX-mod SOL turbulent transport, we proceed as follows.
Considering the plasma discharge #38373, we perform three
nonlinear simulations solving (i) the “full” GBS model, Eqs.
(1)–(5), (ii) the “BM” model, considering Eqs. (1)–(5),
where we neglect the diamagnetic term in the Ohm’s equa-
tion, i.e., we simplify Eq. (3) as
@tvke ¼ 
R
qs0
/; vke
 
þ
mi
me
rk/þ jk 
2
3n
rkGe
 
 vkerkvke þ Dvker
2
?vke; (12)
and (iii) the “DW” model, where we neglect the pressure
curvature term in the vorticity equation of the “full” GBS
model, which corresponds to rewriting Eq. (2) as
@tx ¼ 
R
qs0
/;xf g  vkirkxþ
1
n
rkjk þ
1
3n
C Gið Þ
þ Dxr
2
?x: (13)
For each simulation, we then compute Lp(y) following the
procedure described in Sec. III. The values of Lp(y) thus
obtained are shown in Fig. 11 for the three models. We
observe that the “full” and the “DW” models lead to quite
similar Lp for y> 0, while Lp is larger for y< 0 in the “DW”
simulations, particularly in the proximity of the limiter. This
is probably due to the stabilizing effect of magnetic curva-
ture on SOL turbulence at the tokamak high-field side. On
the other hand, the value of Lp for the “BM” model is smaller
than in the original simulation for all y. This suggests that
DWs are driving most of the SOL turbulent transport, and
therefore are responsible for the flattening of the pressure
profile, in agreement with the expectations in Ref. 12.
We note that, because of the extremely high computa-
tional cost of the simulations, we did not perform simula-
tions with the “BM” and “DW” models for the #38413
discharge. However, according to Ref. 12, the same nature
of the SOL turbulence is expected for the two discharges
considered herein.
B. Linear instabilities
As a confirmation of the nature of the turbulent transport
identified by using the nonlinear simulations, we consider
the linear properties of the instability dominating the SOL
plasma dynamics. This approach allows us also to disentan-
gle more easily the role of resistivity and electron inertia and
FIG. 11. Profiles of Lp as a function of y based on the RFX-mod discharge
#38373, solving the “full” GBS model, Eqs. (1)–(5) (blue line), the “BM”
model (red line), and the “DW” model (yellow line).
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to study the realistic ion to electron mass ratio not accessible
by the nonlinear simulations.
The linear model we consider for this study is detailed
in Sec. III of Ref. 72. Considering circular magnetic geome-
tries in the infinite aspect ratio, the resulting system of equa-
tions writes
cdn¼ikY
R0
Ln
d/ 2ikY cos ðhÞ dpe d/ð Þþ @Z djk dvki
 	
;
(14)
cdx ¼ 2ikY cos ðhÞdpe þ @Zdjk; (15)
me
mi
cdvke ¼ @Z d/ dpe  0:71dTeð Þ þ djk; (16)
cdvki ¼ @Zdpe; (17)
cdTe ¼ ikYg
R0
Ln
d/ ikY
4 cos ðhÞ
3
dpe þ
5
2
dTe  d/

 
þ
2
3
@Z 1:71djk  dvki
 	
; ð18Þ
where kY is the poloidal wave number, c is the linear growth
rate, Z is a parallel (to B) coordinate, g ¼ Ln=LTe , with Ln
and LTe being the characteristic lengths associated with n and
Te at the LCFS, dpe ¼ dnþ dTe; djk ¼ dvki  dvke;
dx ¼ k2Yd/. Equations (14)–(18) determine the linear
growth rate of the SOL plasma instabilities. To solve Eqs.
(14)–(18), a numerical code was developed, which evaluates
c as a function of the parameters R0/Ln, g, , q, and kY, as
detailed in Ref. 72.
As discussed in Sec. VA, it is possible to remove the
BM instability from the system, Eqs. (14)–(18), by zeroing
out the curvature term in the vorticity equation, i.e., neglect-
ing the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (15). The solu-
tion of the resulting reduced model is denoted in the
following as cDW. On the other hand, similar to Eq. (12),
DWs are removed from the model by neglecting the diamag-
netic term in the Ohm’s equation, i.e., zeroing out the dpe
and dTe terms of Eq. (16). The solution of this reduced
model is denoted in the following as cBM.
Considering me/mi¼ 800 and the parameters , R0, and
q provided by the experimental measurements of the plasma
equilibrium, setting g ’ 0.7 according to typical simulation
results (see, e.g., Ref. 43, and also in agreement with the
nonlinear results obtained with the two GBS simulations of
RFX-mod), and imposing Lp and kY as evaluated in Sec. III
from the nonlinear simulations, we solve Eqs. (14)–(18) for
c, cDW, and cBM. For the two discharges #38373 and #38413,
we obtain c¼ 5.1, 4.4, cDW¼ 5.2, 4.5, and cBM¼ 0.3, 0.1,
respectively. While the values of cDW are similar to the
growth rates obtained by solving the original Eqs. (14)–(18),
removing the DWs from the system leads to a growth rate
close to zero. This means that the DW is the instability that
drives most of the SOL turbulent transport in the two plasma
discharges considered herein, in agreement with the nonlin-
ear results and theoretical expectations.
In order to disentangle the impact of resistivity and elec-
tron inertia on DWs, we simplify Eqs. (14)–(18) as follows.
We first neglect the curvature terms to avoid coupling with
BMs, together with the compressibility terms in the continu-
ity and temperature equations. Then, assuming c
 kZ, we
remove the sound wave coupling from the model. The result-
ing system of equations is written as
cdn ¼ ikY
R0
Ln
d/ @Zdvke; (19)
cdx ¼ @Zdvke; (20)
me
mi
cdvke ¼ @Z d/ dpe  0:71dTeð Þ  dvke; (21)
cdTe ¼ ikYg
R0
Ln
d/ 1:71
2
3
@Zdvke: (22)
Equations (19)–(22) constitute the minimal model necessary
to describe the linear dynamics of RDWs and InDWs.
RDWs and InDWs are removed from the model, Eqs.
(19)–(22), by setting ¼ 0 and me/mi¼ 0, respectively.
Solving Eqs. (19)–(22) for the two plasma discharges
#38373 and #38413 with the linear code discussed above, we
obtain respectively c¼ 6.1, 4.7 for ¼ 0 and c¼ 3.1, 1.9 for
me/mi¼ 0. Since the growth rates are approximatively a fac-
tor two smaller for me/mi¼ 0 with respect to ¼ 0, we con-
clude that InDWs are driving most of the SOL turbulent
transport in the two plasma discharges considered here, in
agreement with the conclusions in Ref. 12.
We note that, while kY and Ln, input of the linear code,
can be obtained from the nonlinear simulation results, they
can also be estimated semi-analytically. In fact, assuming a
negligible EB shear flow and that the saturation of the
growth of BMs and DWs is determined by the gradient
removal mechanism,14 i.e., the saturation of the mode is due
to the nonlinear local flattening of the plasma pressure pro-
file, we obtain72
Lp ¼
Ln
1þ g
¼
q
cs
c
kY

 
max
: (23)
Equation (23) is an implicit equation for Ln that is solved by
scanning c, solution of Eqs. (14)–(18), over the parameter
space (kY, Ln) and searching for the values of Ln and kY that
satisfy Eq. (23). This procedure is applied to determine the
equilibrium pressure gradient length of the two plasma dis-
charges #38373 and #38413 for mi/me¼ 800, obtaining
Lp¼ 44, 56, kY ¼ 0.17, 0.17, and c¼ 3.8, 3.1, respectively.
The Lp values computed according to Eq. (23) are in qualita-
tive agreement with the results obtained from the nonlinear
simulations discussed in Sec. III. Moreover, the poloidal
wave number, kY, associated with the instability that drives
most of the SOL turbulent transport is in good quantitative
agreement with the nonlinear results.
Equation (23) allows us to investigate the impact of the
reduced ion to electron mass ratio on our results. This is nec-
essary since performing nonlinear simulations with mi/
me¼ 3600 is too demanding in terms of computational
resources. Imposing a realistic ion to electron mass ratio mi/
me¼ 3600, Eq. (23) gives Lp¼ 39, 52 and kY ¼ 0.14, 0.16 for
the two considered plasma discharges. We see that Lp and kY
are only slightly affected by increasing the ion to electron
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mass ratio to a realistic value. Using these Lp and kY as input
parameters, we solve Eqs. (14)–(18) with mi/me¼ 3600, thus
obtaining for the two considered discharges c¼ 2.8,
cDW¼ 2.9, and cBM¼ 0.1. Moreover, solving Eqs. (19)–(22)
for c with Lp and kY computed according to Eq. (23), we
obtain c¼ 4.6, 3.7 for ¼ 0 and the realistic mi/me¼ 3600,
while we have c¼ 2.4, 1.5 for mi/me¼ 0. Therefore, we con-
clude that the same turbulent regime obtained with mi/me
¼ 800 is found also for the realistic mi/me¼ 3600, i.e., the
SOL turbulent transport is mainly driven by InDWs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, GBS simulations based on two
RFX-mod plasma discharges with low edge safety factors
are discussed, extending the work previously illustrated in
Chapter 6 of Ref. 27. The GBS simulations are compared
with experimental measurements, showing good qualitative
and quantitative agreement for most of the considered quan-
tities. Moreover, the SOL turbulent regime in the two dis-
charges is identified.
The nonlinear simulations, carried out with GBS, are
based on the two RFX-mod plasma discharges #38373 and
#38413. In order to expand the GBS validation parameter
regime and assess the reliability of the GBS model at low
safety factor values, the simulation results are carefully com-
pared with the experimental measurements. It is found that
the numerical results are in good agreement with the experi-
mental radial equilibrium profiles, fluctuation measurements,
and higher order moments of jsat and Vfl, except for the equi-
librium profile of Vfl and the level of fluctuations of jsat. We
infer that the observed discrepancies between simulations
and experimental measurements are, at least in part, related
to simulating only the tokamak SOL region, without includ-
ing the plasma dynamics inside the LCFS, and to the limits
of applicability of the drift reduced approximation.
For the two considered discharges, the simulation results
indicate that the turbulent transport is mostly driven by
DWs. To disentangle the effect of resistivity and electron
inertia on the RFX-mod SOL dynamics, a linear model is
considered. It is found that plasma adiabaticity is mostly bro-
ken by electron inertia, resulting in InDWs. Moreover,
assuming that the linear growth of BMs and DWs saturates
because of the nonlinear local flattening of the plasma pres-
sure profile, the equilibrium pressure gradient length and the
wave number associated with the instability that drives most
of the turbulence transport are estimated with a quasi-linear
theory, showing good agreement with the nonlinear results.
This theory is then employed to investigate the impact of the
reduced ion to electron mass that is used in the nonlinear
simulations. It is found that InDWs are expected to drive the
SOL turbulence also for the realistic mi/me¼ 3600.
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